
Dear colleagues,

On behalf of PAME (All Workers Militant Front), member of the WFTU, which represents the
class-oriented trade union movement of Greece, we welcome your meeting on the situation of
workers in Construction and the improvement of their working conditions.  

PAME and the militant forces in the trade union movement of Denmark have developed strong
bonds of friendship and Solidarity. Especially the previous years, the support of the 3F youth to
the struggles developed in Greece against the antilabor policies, has been very important. We
would like to thank you for this support and we hope to have the opportunity to also give you
someday the help you have given us. 

Despite  the  distance  that  separates  us,  we  consider  important  to  be  in  contact,  exchange
experience and strengthen solidarity and the bonds of friendship between the workers of our
countries. In this context, we would like to inform you that a few days ago PAME also held a
Seminar  on  Collective  Contracts,  where  the  experience  carried  by  the  trade  union  of
Construction Workers of Athens was valuable.

“The continuous effort to organize workers, to form a platform of demands of struggle, the effort
so that this platform to influence more and more colleagues, the struggle to satisfy the needs of
their families and their own, the support and development of class solidarity, is the only path to
overcome  the  difficulties  in  the  struggle  for  the  Collective  Contracts.  For  example,  in  the
extension of the Athens Metro a Collective Contracts was signed with an increase of 25-35%.
The struggle was facilitated when we managed to form a trade union in the workplace with class-
militant  orientation.  This  was  the  “key”.  Through  massive  procedures  (General  Assemblies,
meetings, visits in the workplaces) the administration together with the other workers, with the
guidance of the Trade  Union and the Federation,  formed a platform of  struggle,  demanding
Collective Contracts to be signed with better wages and other demands, protection measures,
health and safety regulations etc.  

Until  the  signing of  the  contract  we escalated  our  struggle  using  all  the  forms  we had,  i.e
stoppages  of  work,  mobilizations,  strikes,  with  the  active  participation  of  our  colleagues,
discussion  after  every  meeting  and the  reformation  of  the  next  steps.  After  four  months  of
militant demands and negotiations, we succeeded in a Collective Contract with increases to be
signed and also the satisfaction of the other demands.” 

Dear Colleagues, in these difficult conditions, the workers must take the situation into their own
hands.  Massive  militant  trade  unions are  needed that  will  counterattack  the employers,  their
political parties, and that will isolate these forces inside the trade unions, forces which cultivate
class  collaboration,  the  logic  of  the  “lesser  evil”,  subjugation  and  subordination  to  the
employers’ demands. In this direction we consider that your meeting can be an important step for
action and achievements of workers.

We wish you every success.
Athens, June 10, 2016


